Results of the
Whitwick Survey
RESULTS OBTAINED UNTIL THE END OF FEBRUARY

General
information

First response was sent in on the 25th of
November, 2020. The final was received on
the 23rd of February.

A total of 83 responses have been recorded,
although not all questions were answered by
every participant, so numbers may vary.

Holly Hayes Woodland

Question 1:

Hermitage Lake

What are the places that are special
in the Whitwick area? List any you
can think of.

Whitwick Park
Cademan Woods
Leisure Centre and grounds
St. John the Baptist Church
Mount St. Bernard Abbey
Whitwick Wheel
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These are all responses with more than ten
votes. All 83 responders answered this question,
with a total of 223 votes. This means the
average responder had ~2.5 special places.

Question 2:

What organisations or
individuals make a positive
contribution to Whitwick? List
any you can think of.
These are all groups with 5 or more
mentions. There were a total of 141 votes
in this question. Whitwick Parish Council
was named 24 times, and specific members
were mentioned 5 times (2 for Ray
Woodward, 2 for Lisa Collins, and 1 for
Michael Wyatt.)

Whitwick Parish Council
Historical Society
Woodstock in Whitwick
Colledge's florists
Scouts
Cooperative society
Volunteer litter pickers
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Social Media

Question 3:

Facebook

How do you find out about what’s
happening in Whitwick? List any
you can think of.

Community Voice

Spotted Whitwick

Word of mouth

189 votes were recorded, with more than half
of the responders using facebook and/or
social media to get their news.

Coop Board
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Spotted Whitwick
35.1%

Other
10.5%

Whatsapp
3.5%

Of the 49 votes for social
media, 29 mentioned
Facebook specifically and 20
mentioned the Spotted
Whitwick Facebook page. It's
possible that the majority of
people who chose to input
Facebook
'Social Media' rely on
50.9%
Facebook or even Spotted
Whitwick for their news,
though, so it's likely an even
higher percentage than
recorded.

Question 4:
What underused / empty / closed
buildings or spaces are there in
Whitwick? List any you can think
of.

Three crowns

The Oak pub

Chapel on north street

Church lane house

Leisure Centre

This question had 114 total responses, here
are all places named with over 3 mentions. The Club on North Street
Several responses quoted buildings that are
currently in use, but are closed due to CovidScouts hut
these results have been included regardless
0
as we can see people are under the
impression the buildings are underused.
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Question 5:

Cafe/coffee shop

What enterprises would you like
to see open in Whitwick?

Community hub
Pub/micropub
Artcs and crafts space

Community workshop/learning space

This question had 111 total responses,
all enterprises with 5 or more votes are
shown. Small businesses were often
specified in several of the responses, and
lots of groups were represented (elderly,
parents, young people, disabled) with
requests for meeting groups and clubs.

Bakery
Young people's space/clubs
Restaurant
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Question 6:

What community project or
activity would you like to see in
Whitwick?

Community centre
Craft activities
Litter picking/general cleanup
Something for young people
Meeting groups (elderly, toddler, lgbt...)
Cafe
Woodland conservation
Yoga/tai chi class
Summer fair
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This question only received 71
responses, less than one per participant.
Additionally, there was a large variety of
suggestions with only a few standouts. As
we can see, there is a large sense of
community as well as appreciation of the
environment. Additionally, of the
responses that suggest projects aimed at
young people, nothing specific was
named.

Question 7:

What skills, passion or
knowledge are you able to offer?

Passion/Enthusiasm
Organisational skills
Whitwick knowledge
Gardening

Experience working with children
Enviromental work
Promotion

This question got 67
Experience working with young people
responses, but a large variety
Crafts skills
of skills, including some more
specific ones, were
Arts skills
represented, including
baking, woodworking, and
graphical design.
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Multiple choice question 1:

Please indicate how important you think the following facilities and activities are for Whitwick
Top and bottom 4 for 'very important'
Secure bike storage

Disable accessibility

Café

EV charging

Activities for young people

Public living room

Family friendly space

Rehearsal space
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Multiple choice question 2:

How much would you use such facilities if they were available?
Cafe

Secure bike storage

EV charging

Community bakery

Co-working space/virtual office

Free wifi

Affordable accomodation

Enterprise start up/support space

Dog friendly space
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Question 8:
If the Three Crowns doesn't
Support connecting locally
happen (for whatever reason) the
same activities could be provided
Support with fundraising
in another venue. Whether it's
the Three Crowns or some other
Support with admin and IT
building would you or anyone in
your household be interested in
supporting a community owned Support with marketing / advertising
facility in Whitwick? Tick any
Support with advice or services (say what in 'other')
that apply.
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Results obtained by
coalvillecancbs.org.uk
community benefit society

